A TIME OF PROMISE

Message from the Goddess Mother
My Beloved Children,
“I greet you this day with a Message of
Heart. As we begin this New Year, it is
a time for great celebration for the past,
yes, for the past has led us to this New
Year, this new moment.
Now we begin a new calendar year,
filled with great promise.
Let us begin with a story of light. Many
years ago in a very sacred space, you
decided upon a desire to experience life
in a singular consciousness, outside of
the field of unity consciousness.
As your desire grew, a plan was made
for this to be made manifest. The journey of lives was put into place with the
opportunity for you as an individual
self to be able to experience the joy of
expression within your own field consciousness.

and had no expression of duality. As the
journey unfolded through choice and
experiences, new opportunities unfolded. Thus, an opportunity to live in a
plane of duality became a reality.
You my children, chose this opportunity, to live and express in this grand adventure of duality, where for a time you
would forget who you really are.
As the journey here on Earth has unfolded much has been expressed and
experienced in great wonder. Now, new
opportunities unfold as we move fully
into the time of promise. This time has
been prophesied throughout the history
of Earth. It is known deeply within your
heart.

Let me share with you what this time of
Promise means for you, my children.
Within the promise is a lighthouse of
information and truth that is unfolding
into your present time. Many blessings
are offered to assist you in accessing
Of course, you would never be separate the loving flow that is singing to your
from the fields of the forever oneness of hearts even now.
heart, and yet you would have an opportunity to develop your own uniqueness It is much like a wakeup call, accessing
with expression through an embodied information held within your heart which
life experience.
you placed there before your birth to
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access in this time. The many ways
Thus the journey of lives was put into and means are flowing for you to access
place. Many of you my children expe- truth in greater ease and clarity.
rienced life on planes that were unified
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I can feel your excitement as you read
these words, for within this message
there is a stirring of remembering within your hearts. Yes, allow your hearts
and minds to open, to flow within the
sacred geometries of this message so
that you will find the pathways to the
gems that you planned to access within
this very special time.
As the days unfold, you will find yourself
accessing more and more of these hidden jewels. When you co-created your
plan with the Creator for your life journey, you knew what gifts would assist
you on your path.
Now, within the new Earth energies and
the elevated dimensional planes, these
gifts are more readily available for you
to access and utilize. How your heart
is singing with joy in recognition of this
truth!

The pathways for the new ways of
being are illuminating even now. As
you open your minds and hearts, you
allow yourself to embrace this truth.
Can you feel your heart singing in joy as
you hear these words? These are the
times we have dreamed together. You
are ready my beloveds.

As you go forth now into your heart
following the pathways of light to discover and explore, know that I am always
with you, supporting your every choice,
always loving you with fullness of heart.
You are most precious My Beloveds, for
you are My children of light, the Jewels
of My Heart.”

I offer each of you now a gift. Prepare
to receive into your heart. Place your
hand over your heart and breathe into
your heart. I say unto you “Shah amana
shah”, allow this sacred mantra in the
language of love to enter into your very
heart. It is my gift to you, a fulfillment of
promise and so it is.

With great love,
Your Beloved Mother

This sacred mantra is in my sacred
language, the language of love. It is
the language of my heart and comprised
of sacred geometries, tones and vibrations. You will recognize it on many
levels as your heart knows this sacred
These times of Promise offer you advan- language. This mantra simply means,
tages to reach these gifts, to find your “the Jewels of my heart are illuminating;
freedom, to create free of resistance you are my Jewels of heart.”
energies, and to live your dreams of
heart which you planned for your life With this gift of promise comes the unjourney.
veiling of many hidden treasures that
you have been waiting for. The time of
My promise to you my children of light the discovery of these is at hand. You
from my heart to yours is that the ways will enjoy this process as you find within
and means are unfolding. Your life jour- each jewel lies infinite potentials and
ney will become easier and filled with possibilities to explore. You will create
the promise of joyful expressions. It is the recipes that you desire to fulfill your
your destiny to live your dreams, to be life dreams. Each of you is unique with
abundant in all ways, to be free of im- your own specialness, creating your
pediments or restrictive energies.
very own flavor in all that you do, experience and express.
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As a Gift I am offering you a Free TeleClass, “Jewels of Heart” Discover the
inner pathways to your jewels of heart.
Open to the treasury in your heart,
which is filled with gifts and abilities.
Learn how to access these jewels, and
to develop their use to bless
yourself, to elevate your consciousness
and to create the life you have always
dreamed of. This class is a dream
maker.
Note: Register by subscribing by email
at: www.sunshineinyourheart.com
(if the time is not convenient, register to
receive the recording when available)

Jan Diana is
an intuitive healer,
spiritual teacher,
and master practitioner.
Her mission is to
assist clients and
students in creating
harmony, balance,
heightened levels of clarity, develop
innate gifts and abilities, empowering
them on their personal evolution to create the dreams of their heart. She utilizes several modalities including SVH
L3M, Animal healing, GHM, Language
of love, Reiki Master, and more.
Sessions and Classes by phone. If you
have questions or would like to set up a
session, you can reach her at website
www.sunshineinyourheart.com
or by email
sunsinyourheart@aol.com
SPECIAL offer 20% discount for new
clients. Free meditation journeys,
articles, & classes.
http://www.sunshineinyourheart.com/
free_telecasts.html
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